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Legrand Power Supply In-wall Extension Kit
Enables Seamless, Code-compliant Low-voltage
Installations
Kit Connects All Low-voltage Power Supplies at Receptacle Height in Walls while Keeping Them
Concealed and Out of Sight

HEBRON, Ky., April 25, 2017  – Legrand, the global specialist in electrical and digital building infrastructures,
announced it is now shipping the WP-9000 power supply in-wall extension kit. The code-compliant kit provides a
complete solution for aesthetically powering wall mounted low voltage devices—including touch screens, sound
bars, wireless IP cameras, LED lighting, in-wall amplifiers and others—by keeping bulky power supplies and
cables concealed and out of sight.

The Legrand keystone power supply adapter connects power supplies (up to 48vDC at 100 watts) at receptacle
height and extends power via in-wall rated speaker cable to wall mounted low voltage devices wherever they
are installed. The kit supports all class 2 and 3 low voltage power supplies and connection types.

The WP-9000 requires only a wall plate and the desired length of in-wall rated speaker cable to complete the
solution.  The kit comes packaged with a keystone adapter insert, four crimp connectors, and a four-inch barrel
connector cable assembly. Its universal design supports any connection power supply type.

The Legrand WP-9000 in-wall power supply extension kit is currently available for MSRP $16.
 

About Legrand

Legrand is a global specialist in electrical and digital building infrastructures. Its comprehensive offering of
solutions for use in commercial, industrial and residential markets makes it a benchmark for customers
worldwide. Innovation for a steady flow of new products with high added value is a prime vector for growth,
including, in particular, connected devices stemming from Legrand’s global Eliot (Electricity and IoT) program.
Legrand reported sales of $5.3 billion in 2016. Legrand has a strong presence in North and Central America,
with a portfolio of well-known product lines that include C2G, Cablofil, Electrorack, Luxul, Middle Atlantic, Nuvo,
OCL, On-Q, Ortronics, Pass & Seymour, Pinnacle, QMotion, Quiktron, Raritan, Solarfective, Vantage,
Wattstopper, and Wiremold. Legrand is listed on Euronext Paris and is a component stock of indexes including
the CAC40, FTSE4Good, MSCI World, ASPI, Corporate Oekom Rating and DJSI (ISIN code
FR0010307819) www.legrand.us. 
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